1. Introduction

Topological constraints in polymeric materials have long been considered as fascinating and challenging problems in polymer physics [1–3]. In mathematics, topology refers to the preservation of spatial properties upon continuous deformation such as stretching or bending. In some cases, shape and conformation are independent of topology, and topological constraints arise from the uncrossability of physically connected elements, such as entangled polymer chains [1]. In the field of polymer science, topology adopts a broad definition, generally referring to intramolecular shape (e.g. branched or circular polymers) and/or intermolecular interactions (e.g. entangled polymers), both of which are impacted by polymer sequence, molecular weight, architecture, and chain connectivity [4]. These microstructural and physical features provide non-chemical handles that can be leveraged to drive structure–property relationships in polymeric materials. For example, polymers with brush-like topologies have recently been used to prepare soft, solvent-free networks [5]. Here, tuning the polymer branch length and density resulted in single-component materials with superior elasticity and extensibility compared to designer hydrogels for biological applications.

Molecular-scale connectivity is known to play a key role in determining the relationship between molecular topology and the emergent physical properties of polymeric materials. Rheological studies of branched polymers with architectural dispersity have revealed the sensitivity of viscoelastic response to topological impurities in entangled polymers [6]. Similarly, conflicting reports of ring polymer melt viscoelasticity have been attributed to trace linear impurities [7]. Topological defects in networks, such as dangling ends or loops, directly impact the mechanical properties of gels, in some cases preventing gel formation altogether [8]. Despite numerous advances in chemical synthesis, a grand challenge remains in achieving large-scale, precise control over complex polymer sequences and architectures [9].

In nature, these challenges are overcome by dynamic regulation of microscopic topological events in biological macromolecules with remarkably high frequency and precision. Biopolymers such as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) undergo knotting and unknotting events, circularization and supercoiling, or the formation of branched junctions for replication [10]. These topological transitions are aided by the double stranded and double-helical nature of DNA strands, which imparts an intrinsic twist (or combination of twist and writhe) along DNA backbones. In living systems, DNA topology is regulated by a class of enzymes called topoisomerases, which are known to generate transient breaks along DNA strands to alter topology while preserving sequence [11]. Single molecule techniques have enabled insightful biophysical studies of DNA topology, uncovering the structural dynamics of individual Holliday junctions [12] and mechanisms for supercoiling [13]. Nevertheless, the dynamics of polymers with complex topologies has not yet been fully characterized using single polymer techniques, and this nascent area of research is a particularly exciting new direction in the field.

In this review, we highlight the use of DNA to study the impact of topology on single polymer dynamics. This review covers recent experimental, computational, and theoretical advances in knotted, circular,
and branched polymers. DNA serves as a powerful system for single polymer dynamics, in particular due to an established understanding of the physical properties and preparation methods, including facile fluorescent labeling, compatibility with aqueous buffers, and templated synthesis of monodisperse polymers. For single molecule studies of linear DNA dynamics, we refer readers to recent reviews on DNA in hydrodynamic flows [14], electrophoresis [15], and confinement [16]. In this article, we focus on the physics of polymer chain topology, namely its influence on single polymer dynamics at equilibrium and under non-equilibrium flows.

2. DNA knots

Knots are central to the theory of mathematical topology [17], and naturally occurring knots have been discovered in various macromolecules and biopolymers [18]. Knots can also be generated by chemical and physical means, wherein the latter has been studied in the context of knots in single polymers. Rigorous definitions of knots exist only for closed structures, but knotting is observed on both open chains and closed loops in single DNA molecules. Knots may be classified in several ways, most commonly using the Alexander–Briggs notation [17]. Here, a knot is first designated by the number of self-crossings, followed by an arbitrary index to distinguish topologically different knots with the same number of crossings. A single loop with no knots (the “unknot”) is designated 01, and the simplest non-trivial knot (trefoil) is labeled 31. Knot complexity and topological uniqueness increase with the crossing number, such that five crossings give rise to two unique knots (51 and 52), six crossings to three unique knots (61, 62, 63), seven crossings to seven knots, and so on.

Further classifications for knots include torus, twist, and chiral or achiral knots. Torus knots encompass the family of knots with notation (2n + 1); these knots can be represented as closed curves on the surface of a torus. Twist knots are an example of supercoiling and are formed by twisting and folding a loop repeatedly before closing its ends. Finally, chirality describes whether a knot is equivalent to its mirror image.

Although natural occurrences of numerous knot topologies have been detected and classified since the late 1970s [18], the first demonstration of actively tying a molecular knot was not reported until 1999 [19]. The ability to simultaneously generate and visualize knots using optical tweezers enabled a seminal paper quantifying the behavior of knots in fluorescently labeled DNA molecules [20]. In this paper, Quake and coworkers observed a strong influence of topology on the size and mobility of single knots in DNA (Fig. 1a–d). Perhaps not surprisingly, knots with increasingly complex topologies diffused more slowly along DNA. Calculations of drag coefficients for single knots correlated with predictions for ideal, tight knots, thereby demonstrating the validity of DNA as a robust polymeric system for studying knotting phenomena.

These findings further sparked broad interest in the physics of knotted polymer molecules, which encompasses a wide design space, from equilibrium properties to topology-dependent behavior to...
knotting and unknotting dynamics. These topics have motivated detailed computational investigations of knots on open chains. For tight, localized knots, such as those generated by optical tweezers, loop closure and subsequent knot classification are relatively straightforward. Robust and efficient closure of complex knots generated in silico, however, poses a non-trivial problem. To address this challenge, Tubiana et al. developed a minimally interfering closure method to characterize entangled knots along an open polymer [21]. This method enabled many of the recent computational studies on single knotted polymers in the past half-decade, several of which are highlighted in this section.

2.1. Knots in semiflexible polymers: considerations for knotted DNA

It is well known that double stranded DNA molecules are semiflexible polymers and exhibit notably different behaviors in comparison to truly flexible polymers [22]. Chain flexibility is often defined by the persistence length \(\ell_p\), which can be viewed as the distance along a polymer backbone over which local tangent vectors become uncorrelated. The bare, non-electrostatic persistence length of double stranded DNA is \(\ell_p \approx 50\) nm, in contrast to \(\ell_p < 1\) nm for many synthetic organic polymers. Knots are intrinsically bent and twisted, and the resulting knotted structures will be intimately affected by molecular properties such as chain thickness and flexibility. From this view, we begin our discussion of knots in DNA with a brief evaluation of the role of semiflexibility on knot properties and dynamics.

Grosberg and Rabin predicted that semiflexible wormlike chains form metastable knots, which spontaneously adopt a well-defined size, diffuse along a polymer, and eventually release from the chain end [23]. The knot contour is described as occupying a confining tube that has (itself) been pulled into a tight knot. Knot formation results in a free energy penalty with competing contributions from the bending energy and confining energy of the polymer, which lead to knot swelling and contracting, respectively.

Doyle and coworkers studied metastable knots with Monte Carlo simulations of long, linear semiflexible polymers [24•]. This work determined the probability and size distributions of trefoil knots along chains of zero thickness with contour length \(L_c > 400\ell_p\). With these dimensions, roughly one quarter of the simulated polymers formed trefoil knots, with a peak knot size of 12 \(\ell_p\). The most probable knot size was also shown to be independent of \(L_c\), in agreement with the Grosberg–Rabin predictions. Conversion of knotting probabilities to a free energy penalty resulted in a local minimum at the most probable knot size, whereas the global minimum corresponds to the unknot state. The potential well was relatively broad, such that chains accommodate large knots with high variable size; the depth of the potential well (\(-6 kT\)) indicates that unknotting events may be more likely to occur via knot diffusion than swelling of the entire molecule.

More realistic polymers were also simulated by modifying the Grosberg–Rabin theory to accommodate nonzero chain width [24•]. As the polymer thickness increased, knotting probability monotonically decreased, the potential well became more shallow, and the most probable knot size increased. These trends reveal the interplay between length scales in real, semiflexible polymers. With consideration of appropriate scaling relations, it is possible that the understanding gained from studies of knotted DNA can be applied to polymers of varying flexibility.

2.2. Dynamics of knotted DNA polymers in nanoconfinement

Advances in DNA nanotechnology have motivated recent investigations of knotting in poly nucleotides, from preventing knot formation during genetic barcoding [25•] to determining viral packaging mechanisms [26]. DNA knots are enhanced by spatial confinement, whether by a viral capsid, intracellular environment, or nanofluidic device. Under confinement, DNA molecules may be more prone to forming loops, internal folds, and self-entanglements.

Nanoconfinement geometries are defined by the number of dimensions with nanoscale features, such that 1D, 2D, and 3D confinement correspond to slits, channels, and cavities, respectively. A polymer is considered confined when the nanofeature dimension \(d\) is smaller than a molecule’s radius of gyration \(R_g\), such that \(d < R_g\). In slits and channels, two primary regimes describe the strength of confinement: weaker de Gennes confinement (\(d \ll R_g\)) and stronger Odijk confinement (\(d \approx 1\)).

Knotting behavior differs in the de Gennes and Odijk regimes, as well as in the transition region between these two regimes. Micheletti, Marenduzzo, Orlandini, and coworkers have generated a large body of computational work [26–31] that explores confinement in both regimes and the transition region. Specifically, they applied numerical methods and simulations to characterize the equilibrium and dynamic behavior of DNA confined in spheres [26], tubes [27,29••–31], and slits [28,31]. In these studies, \(d\) ranged from 40 nm to 1 \(\mu\)m and DNA contour lengths \(L_c\) ranged from 1.2–4.8 \(\mu\)m, corresponding to 24–96 persistence lengths or 3.5–140 kilobase pairs (kbp) of unstained DNA.

Monte Carlo simulations collectively revealed that the probability of knot formation and resulting knot topologies depend largely on \(d, L_c\), and the confining geometry [26–28,31]. The physical underpinnings of these trends were explored by applying Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations to observe time-dependent unknotting and knotting events along DNA strands in nanochannels [29•–30•].

The probability of finding a knot along an equilibrium polymer conformation increased with the number of confining dimensions, such that the most knots were detected in spherical confinement, followed by channel-like and slit-like confinements [26–28,31]. Overall, single polymers formed more complex knot topologies in channels compared to polymers in slits: in cases of maximum knotting (\(L_c = 48.4\) \(\mu\)m, \(d = 70\) nm), simple trefoil knots (3,1) accounted for ~65% of the knots in slits but only ~50% of knots formed in channels [31].

Both nanoslit and nanochannel confinement resulted in non-monotonic knotting probabilities with respect to \(d\) [27,28,31]. Starting from wide channels and slits (\(d = 1.0\) \(\mu\)m), the probability of knotting gradually increased as a polymer became more confined, eventually reaching a maximum and sharply decreasing upon approaching strong confinement (\(d < 75\) nm). BD simulations revealed that major knotting and unknotting events occurred when polymer ends had atypically large backfolds [29•]. Polymers under very strong confinement are known to minimize entropy by elongation; this spontaneous extension hinders backfolding and looping events, thereby resulting in fewer knotting events in narrower channels. Moreover, knots in strong confinement generally form at shallower depths along the polymer chain, persist for shorter residence times, and adopt simpler topological conformations compared to knots in deeper channels. Analysis of dynamic transitions between various knot topologies revealed successive knotting events to form higher order knots (e.g. 51 knot topologies are only accessible by multiple passes of a strand through a loop).

In this way, complex knots rarely form in the strongest confinement conditions, even if an existing knot persists for an extended period. Perhaps not surprisingly, it was found that the probability of encountering a knot increases with increasing \(L_c\), differing by an order of magnitude between \(L_c = 1.2\) and 4.8 \(\mu\)m [31]. Longer polymers also accommodate more complex knot topologies. In a BD study of knots in a strongly confined tube (\(d = 56\) nm) [30••], the average knot size increased slightly with \(L_c\), but with a weaker dependence in comparison to unconfined polymers. Here, the most probable knot size was relatively constant across \(L_c\) (agreign with the Grosberg–Rabin theory and indicating that test chains were not prohibitively short for studying knotting dynamics. Interestingly, increases in \(L_c\) resulted in longer average knot residence times (\(T_{res}^{\text{loop}}\) while having negligible effects on the duration of unknotted chain events (\(T_{res}^{\text{unknot}}\). The disconnect between \(T_{res}^{\text{loop}}\) and \(L_c\) was elucidated by detailed analysis of spontaneous knot
formation, which revealed that tying and untangling events occurred exclusively near the ends of DNA chains in strong confinement. In this way, the frequency of knotting and unknotting events is independent of length. This finding was supported by the probability distribution of short-lived knots, which was also independent of \( L_c \). Dynamic trajectories indicate the longer average values of \( \tau_{\text{knot}} \) are dominated by rare events in which knots on longer polymers travel deep into the chain and achieve long dwell times.

Overall, these recent computational studies have provided additional insight into the mechanisms of knotting in confinement. One major shortcoming, however, is the apparent disconnect between simulation parameters and common experimental approaches. Fabricated nanofluidic channels are typically rectangular in dimensional cross-section and may exhibit interactions and soft repulsions with DNA, which may differ from hard, confining cylindrical tubes commonly used in simulations. Moreover, the polymers studied in these simulations generally have much smaller contour lengths compared to DNA commonly used in single polymer experiments, for example lambda phage DNA (\( \lambda \)-DNA, 48.5 kbp, 16 µm unstained or 21.1 µm under typical fluorescent labeling with YOYO-1) [32].

In order to resolve these apparent differences between experiments and simulations, Doyle and coworkers studied metastable knot size in rectangular nanochannels [33]. Monte Carlo simulations of relatively long polymers (\( L_c \approx 400 \mu m, \approx 20 \mu m \) for dsDNA) in channels with square cross-sections reproduced non-monotonic knot sizes with respect to confinement strength. Rigorous comparison to the Grosberg–Rabin theory captured trends between the most probable knot size, chain width, and confining dimension. Even though these simulations mirrored realistic experimental conditions, the feature sizes encountered in DNA knots remain difficult, if not impossible, to resolve using diffraction-limited fluorescence imaging techniques.

Small feature sizes encountered in polymeric knots is further evident in experimental observations of DNA topology in nanochannel confinement [25**]. In single molecule genetic barcoding, topological events can lead to misreads, thereby decreasing data quality. To understand the nature of these events, single molecules of genomic DNA from *Escherichia coli* were loaded onto a nanochannel array, and molecules were driven by electrophoresis and pre-stretched in an obstacle array to promote uniform loading into nanochannels. Reference labels were introduced to generate unique barcode labels for DNA, and DNA was lightly stained with YOYO-1 to detect topological anomalies (Fig. 1e). In these experiments, measurements consist of dual-color snapshots, and the absence of temporal data is compensated by high throughput, such that this study included 189,153 DNA molecules.

Despite pre-stretching, topological events were detected on 7% of the DNA molecules [25**]. Over half of these events occur at the leading edge of a DNA molecule driven into a nanochannel. The remaining events were evenly distributed along the length of a molecule, with a slight increase near the trailing edge. The increase at trailing edges likely corresponds to spontaneous knotting and unknotting events as described by Brownian dynamics simulations [30**]. Topological event intensities are normalized to adjacent regions of DNA, and relative fluorescence emission intensities are mapped into probability distributions. Events at leading edges exhibit relative fluorescence intensities of ~2, which corresponds to a polymer folding event within a nanochannel. Interestingly, other events show a ~3.3 \( \times \) average increase in intensity relative to adjacent regions of similar size. This increase could correspond to DNA backfolding within a channel or formation of a trefoil knot. These events also skew toward higher intensities, which suggests complex knot formation; unfortunately, rigorous classification of individual topological events is generally not possible using diffraction-limited imaging. Although the initial goal of this work was to study the impact of topology on genome mapping, it is possible that this experimental platform could be leveraged to compare knotting topologies to computational results.

### 2.3. Mechanical response of self-entangled DNA polymers

Knots in confined polymers arise due to specialized scenarios, in which spontaneous knot formation is a result of the interplay between backfolds, loops, and entropic-driven extension. Aside from confined polymers, how does a knot behave in non-confined systems? As mentioned in Section 1, this problem has been studied using optical tweezing of dual-tethered DNA molecules [20]; however, a drawback to this approach was the low throughput of knot formation: Bao et al. note that of 100 successful knotting events, only one third provided useful data.

Doyle and coworkers reported a technique to form knotted DNA in dilute solutions by applying a uniform electric field to single DNA molecules [34**]. It was observed that strong electric fields result in isotropically compressed DNA coils, which presumably promotes the generation of a self-entangled polymer. Following the removal of the electric field, single DNA molecules are observed to relax back to non-compressed coils. Relaxation dynamics were categorized into two distinct re-expansion behaviors according to changes in \( R_g \). In the first category, \( R_g \) smoothly and continuously returned to the expected equilibrium average; these cases were characterized as unentangled coils. In the second category, expansion was characterized by a three-stage process: (1) an initial arrested state with minimal conformational fluctuations, (2) a nucleation event leading to a second arrested state with a visible compact core, and (3) rapid vanishing of the core and recovery of the equilibrium \( R_g \). The stage-wise relaxation mechanism is attributed to the formation of self-entanglements during compression. Coupling electrohydrodynamic compression with low molecular weight polymer additives enables quick and reliable generation of self-entangled molecules [35].

The impact of self-entanglements on polymers was further probed using single molecule stretching experiments (Fig. 1f) [36**] and simulations (Fig. 1g) [37**]. A planar elongational electric field was generated in a microfluidic cross-slot device, according to Eq. 1, where \( v_x \) and \( v_y \) are velocity in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions, and \( \dot{e} \) is the strain rate of the field.

\[
v_x = \dot{e} x; v_y = -\dot{e} y
\]

The strength of the deformation rate can be characterized by the Weissenberg number, \( \text{Wi} = \tau_1 \dot{e} \), where \( \tau_1 \) is the longest polymer relaxation time. Linear polymers are known to undergo a coil-to-stretch transition (CST) at \( \text{Wi} \approx 0.5 \) in elongational fields. In this way, DNA polymers in initially relaxed or initially self-entangled conformations were transiently stretched (Fig. 2a–d) [36**].

Across a wide range of dimensionless flow rates (\( 1 < \text{Wi} < 5 \)), self-entangled polymers stretched over drastically longer timescales compared to unentangled polymers (Fig. 2e–f). Progressive, stage-wise dynamics were observed, in analogy to the expansion of compressed polymers described before. Unentangled polymer stretching trajectories included a near-immediate transient stretching process followed by steady-state extension, in agreement with prior studies of stretching dynamics [14]. Self-entangled polymer stretching trajectories were characterized in a three-stage process (Fig. 1f): (1) an initial metastable arrested state, (2) a nucleation event followed by transient stretching, and (3) steady-state extension.

Decomposition of traces as a function of stage revealed 50% slower transient stretching of self-entangled molecules compared to unentangled molecules. Self-entangled DNA also contained bright spots that localized and persisted through the stretching trajectories, indicative of knot formation. Moreover, knotted polymers reached shorter steady-state extensions compared to unentangled polymers; this difference was characterized as the excess knot length \( L_{\text{knot}} \) due to the contour contained in self-entanglements. \( L_{\text{knot}} \) decreased with increasing \( \text{Wi} \), consistent with the tightening of a knot under tension.

The single molecule dynamics of self-entangled polymers were qualitatively described using a simple, non-Brownian dumbbell model [36**]. Here, a polymer molecule’s contour is divided into free and...
entangled portions, $L_p$ and $L_c$. The deformation field acts only upon $L_p$ and a transient Weissenberg number accounts for the changing relaxation time of the free contour according to Eq. 2.

$$Wi_f = Wi \left( \frac{L_f}{L_c} \right)^2$$

For fixed $i$, $Wi$ is constant, but $Wi_f$ grows as the polymer changes from its initial entangled state ($L_c \gg L_p$) to progressive freeing of ends ($\langle L_{knot} \rangle - L_c \ll L_p$). The details of the model are based on transport mechanisms of the polymer contour, which are proposed as diffusive release of entanglements and convective transport of ends (i.e., pulling ends out of an entangled region). Despite the simplicity of this model, a rough estimate of knot friction matched optical tweezer measurements of friction in complex knots [20].

Although the dynamics of specific knot topologies cannot be probed after electrohydrodynamic collapse, simulations again provide a deeper look into the impact of topology on single polymer dynamics. Renner and Doyle applied BD simulations to study knots on short DNA molecules (3 μm) in elongational flow [37••]. Specifically, knot position was tracked while applying extensional flow on an initially knotted polymer (Fig. 1g). Under a range of dimensionless flow strengths (1.6 < $Wi < 24$), 1D motion of the knots was shown to be strongly dependent on knot topology and nearly independent of tension.

Knot topology was found to impact both diffusive and convective regimes of motion, with particularly interesting dynamics arising in the convection-dominated regime. All knot positions lagged the deformation of the applied flow, and knot topology dictated the degree of lag. In fact, torus knots exhibited much faster convection than non-torus knots, and conformations of torus knots revealed a "corkscrew" translation mechanism of global, sustained rotations along the polymer chain. Conversely, all non-torus knots had similar rates of convection, despite drastically differing sizes. This trend suggests topological self-interference, where convection rates are related to the rate of self-reptation of a knot along a polymer.

The majority of recent work has focused on stretching dynamics of self-entangled polymers in strong flows $Wi > 1$, but we anticipate interesting dynamics at lower field strengths, particularly in the vicinity of the CST. Several key questions remain to be addressed. Does the presence of a self-entanglement shift the CST? Would weak deformation allow for unknotting events, such as the diffusive expansion of compressed coils? Finally, studies of self-entanglements introduced by electrohydrodynamic compression would immensely benefit from a method to elucidate knot topology.

3. Ring polymers

Ring polymers exhibit remarkably different dynamics compared to linear chains and are a topic of current and growing interest in the field. The introduction of a single topological constraint via ring closure drastically changes the dynamic response of circular polymers in flow [7,38••–40••]. Moreover, the rheological behavior of melts of circular polymers is highly sensitive to linear contaminants, leading to conflicting experimental reports from bulk-scale techniques [7,38••]. For these reasons, several open questions remain regarding the physical mechanisms in these systems. Single molecule techniques are uniquely suited to study these effects by direct visualization of polymer topology and conformation [39•–48•].

Several years ago, Smith and coworkers developed a collection of circular DNA molecules spanning two orders of magnitude in molecular weight (2.7–289 kbp) that can be propagated in bacterial cell hosts [49•]. Standard molecular cloning techniques enable reasonable yields from laboratory-scale bacterial cultures and control over linear, relaxed circular, and supercoiled circular topologies during sample preparation. As a result, recent and ongoing work is aimed at probing the impact of polymer topology on single molecule diffusion [41–48••], relaxation [39•–48•,50••], and elongation [39•–40•,43••–44•].

In addition to single polymer dynamics, circular polymers are rich in topological phenomena. In closed loops, knots have rigorous definitions [17]. For closed circular DNA, the double helical backbone can accommodate twists and writhe, which can lead to supercoiled structures [10,11]. While several open questions remain in these systems, this section of our review focuses on the use of circular DNA as a model polymer in dilute, entangled, and topologically heterogeneous polymer solutions.
3.1. Dynamics of unentangled ring polymers

3.1.1. Diffusion in free solution

Early single molecule studies of circular DNA confirmed the topological independence of power-law scaling behavior for center-of-mass polymer diffusion [41]. The diffusion coefficient $D$ follows an inverse power-law scaling with molecular weight, such that $D \sim M^{-1.45}$, where the scaling exponent $\nu = 0.5$ in theta solvents and $\nu = 0.588$ for good solvents [2]. Diffusion measurements obtained for multiple molecular weight samples spanning 6–290 kbp resulted in $v_1 = 0.571 \pm 0.014$, $v_2 = 0.589 \pm 0.018$, and $v_3 = 0.571 \pm 0.057$ for linear, relaxed circular, and supercoiled circular DNA, respectively.

Despite the near-identical molecular weight scaling behavior of topologically distinct polymers, circular polymers diffuse more quickly than linear polymers of identical length ($D_{\text{circular}} / D_{\text{linear}} \approx 1.32$). Qualitatively, faster diffusion of rings is attributed to the constraint of ring closure, which decreases a polymer's mean square end-to-end distance. Quantitatively, the exact value of this ratio is still unclear, as a recent study by Habuchi and coworkers reported measurements indicating a ratio of $D_{\text{circular}} / D_{\text{linear}} \approx 1.1$ [42]. Current models predict ratios ranging from 1.1–1.45, exhibiting sensitivity to solvent conditions, molecular weight, hydrodynamic interactions (HI), and excluded volume (EV) effects [41].

The study by Habuchi and coworkers revisited single polymer diffusion primarily to verify a new method of image analysis called cumulative area (CA) tracking [42]. This method tracks the cumulative area occupied by a molecule over time and capitalizes on the connection between temporal occupation by a molecule over time and capitalizes on the connection between temporal fluctuations and molecular size, diffusion, and chain conformation. CA tracking resulted in reportedly precise between temporal occupancy primarily to verify a new method of image analysis called cumulative area (CA) tracking [42].

3.1.2. Enhanced polymer mobility in crowded solutions

In cells, DNA exists in a crowded microenvironment due to surrounding macromolecules, thereby prohibiting DNA molecules from freely diffusing in dilute solution as described in Section 3.1.1. Macromolecular crowding agents drive biological functions while varying in size, shape, and chemistry; for these reasons, understanding DNA dynamics in the context of the cellular environment remains a challenge across several scientific disciplines [51].

Robertson-Anderson and coworkers have begun to map the topological aspects of this problem, specifically by measuring and comparing the mobility of linear and circular DNA in crowded solutions [43••,44]. Dextran, an inert branched polysaccharide, is a crowding agent commonly used to mimic intracellular proteins [51]. It was observed that the DNA diffusion coefficient $D$ decreased with increasing dextran size and volume fraction $\phi$; however, crowder-induced decreases in mobility were independent of DNA length and topology above a critical dextran volume fraction $\phi_c$. As expected, dextran increased solution viscosities $\eta$; however, DNA molecules universally diffused more quickly than predicted by the Stokes–Einstein relation ($D \sim \eta^{-1}$).

Enhanced mobility in dextran solutions was attributed to crowder-induced conformational changes. Linear DNA adopted elongated conformations rather than random coils, thereby maximizing crowder volume and the overall system entropy despite the fact that the linear polymer chain enters a lower entropic state [44]. Although isotropic compaction would further enhance entropic volume effects, it was not observed in these experiments due to the entropic cost of charge repulsion at physiological salt conditions. Circular DNA molecules adopted compacted conformations while exhibiting the same mobility enhancement in crowded solutions as linear DNA [43••]. In contrast to linear DNA, elongated circular DNA conformations would be more energetically costly due to close alignment of two negatively charged strands and significant bending energy at the folded “ends.”

Interestingly, both linear and circular DNA molecules “breathe” between conformational states, as characterized by the time and length scales associated with conformational fluctuations [43••]. In dilute cases, ring polymer fluctuations took place over ~1.3 × shorter time and length scales compared to linear polymers, corresponding to ~1.3 × faster diffusion of ring polymers [41]. In the presence of crowding agents, the fluctuations approached a topology-independent timescale above ~2.5 $v_\text{c}$. Topology-independent fluctuation relaxation times and length scales were coupled, wherein fluctuations normalized by $R_{\text{max}}$ remained relatively constant with increasing $\phi$. In this way, changing time scales due to crowding were coupled with changing step sizes of a DNA molecule's random walk, in turn enhancing mobility.

3.1.3. Ring polymers in non-equilibrium flows

As described in Section 2.3, studies of self-entangled polymers in extensional flow clearly demonstrate the impact of topology on single polymer molecules in non-equilibrium flows. Recent work in this area has focused on the dynamics of circular and linear DNA polymers in planar extensional flow [39••,40•]. As described by Eq. 1 (Section 2.3), a planar extensional field is characterized by a principal axis of compression and an orthogonal axis of extension. Extensional flows are generally considered strong flows, such that polymers can be highly stretched and oriented. Here, planar extensional flow was generated using pressure-driven flow in a microfluidic cross-slot device, and single polymers were confined for extended periods using a hydrodynamic trap [52,53]. Using this approach, single polymer relaxation and stretching dynamics were studied in extensional flow. The longest relaxation time $\tau_1$ of single polymer molecules was measured as a function of molecular weight, specifically comparing 25, 45, and 114.8 kbp circular DNA [39••]. Here, a molecule is stretched to ~70% of its effective contour length, such that $L_{\text{eff}} = L_c$ for linear DNA and $L_{\text{eff}} = L_c/2$ for circular DNA to account for connectivity of a ring polymer. Upon cessation of flow, the time-dependent maximum projected polymer extension $x(t)$ is fit to:

$$\langle x(t) \rangle^2 = A \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_1} \right) + B$$

where $A$ and $B$ are fitting constants. The fit is performed over the linear entropic force regime where $\langle x(t) \rangle / L_{\text{eff}} < 0.3$, except in the case of 25 kbp circular DNA, where the fit is performed over $\langle x(t) \rangle / L_{\text{eff}} < 0.5$ to account for imaging resolution over a shorter effective length [40•].

Ring polymers relaxed more rapidly than linear chains of the same molecular weight; this difference is attributed to an altered relaxation mode structure in the absence of free ends [40•]. Power law scaling behavior was also observed for both circular and linear polymer relaxation. Zimm scaling predicts $\tau_1 \sim L_c^{\nu}$, such that $3\nu = 1.5$–1.76 for solvent quality varying between theta and good solvents [2]. Scaling for linear ($3\nu_1 = 1.71 \pm 0.05$) and ring ($3\nu_2 = 1.58 \pm 0.10$) polymers were within this predicted range, and the smaller exponent for ring polymers suggests a decrease in EV effects, perhaps due to the shorter $L_{\text{eff}}$ [39••].

Ring polymers also show a coil-to-stretch transition in extensional flow, though the behavior was found to differ from that of linear polymers. Here, the steady-state extension of single ring polymers was studied as a function of $W_i$, and it was observed that the onset of ring polymer stretch required a higher critical flow strength compared to linear polymers ($W_i \text{ring} \approx 1.25 W_i \text{linear} \approx 39••$). In this way, rings required stronger flows to match the degree of stretch of linear polymers, and rescaling all steady-state extension data by a factor of $W_i \text{ring} / W_i \text{linear} \approx 1.25$ superimposed the curves for linear and circular polymer topologies. BD simulations reproduced the shift in $W_i$ in the presence of HI [40•]. Analysis of specific forces within a ring polymer suggest a strong influence of intramolecular HI for circular polymers, such that parallel strands of the ring exert secondary backflows on each other during stretch (Fig. 3a). The proposed coupling mechanism between HI and polymer topology is further supported by 3D conformations generated by BD simulations, which reveal a stretched “loop.”
conformation wherein rings open into the $z$-direction orthogonal to the planar extensional field (Fig. 3b).

Interestingly, transient dynamics of ring polymers revealed two primary stretching pathways: continuous elongation and interrupted elongation [Fig. 3c] \cite{39}. These behaviors contrast the spectrum of conformations observed for linear polymers: dumbbell, half-dumbbell, kinked, and folded states. This reduced degree of molecular individualism of circular DNA relative to linear DNA is consistent with the notion that circular molecules have fewer degrees of freedom due to their connectivity. Experimentally, interrupted elongation pathways appeared to form transient knots that hindered stretch until their eventual release. This behavior was reproduced in BD simulations, in which hairpins and loops in the $z$-direction are associated with slow unfolding behaviors (Fig. 3b) \cite{40}.

### 3.2. Diffusion of entangled ring polymers

A single, linear molecule in an entangled solution or melt is known to move by reptation, wherein polymers diffuse through an effective confining potential or confining tube by a snake-like motion \cite{2,54}. Circular polymers, however, have no ends. Clearly, ring polymers must utilize a fundamentally different mechanism to move and translate in entangled solutions.

In synthetic organic polymer chemistry, the preparation of topologically pure solutions or melts of ring polymers is a challenging problem. Even with recent advances in synthesis and purification, bulk measurement techniques lack the molecular resolution needed to fully understand ring polymer mechanisms \cite{7,38}. Enzymatic transformations enable topological control over DNA molecules \cite{41,49}, which further emphasizes the suitability of DNA as a suitable system for studying entangled ring polymers. Single molecule studies of ring and linear polymer self-diffusion in topologically pure and heterogeneous (blended) solutions provide direct evidence of new mechanisms for ring polymer motion, in addition to clarifying anomalous behavior of rings in the presence of linear impurities.

Upon demonstrating the facile preparation of topologically pure, entangled DNA solutions, Robertson and Smith thoroughly investigated the impact of topology, molecular weight, and concentration on single molecule diffusion in topologically pure and heterogeneous (blended) solutions. Systematic studies of fluorescent tracer molecules entangled in a background matrix probed several topological combinations of linear and circular polymers, as depicted in Fig. 4a using a labeling convention of (tracer-matrix): linear tracer molecules in a matrix of linear (L-L) or circular (L-C) polymers, as well as a circular tracer molecules in a matrix of linear (C-L) or circular (C-C) polymers. Self-diffusion measurements revealed the greatest overall effect between different matrix polymer topologies (Fig. 4b) \cite{45,46}, where linear or circular tracers in an entangled circular matrix diffused orders of magnitude more quickly than linear or circular tracers in an entangled linear matrix. In unentangled matrices (lower concentration or molecular weight DNA), the effect of topology was negligible and diffusion coefficients of all combinations were maintained within a factor of two. Overall findings for diffusion coefficients in entangled solutions were $D_{C-L} \gg D_{C-C} \gg D_{L-L} \gg D_{L-C}$, which led to several predictions for the molecular motions of ring polymers: first, linear polymers are capable of pinning or threading through rings, slowing ring diffusion until release of the linear constraint ($D_{C-L} \ll D_{L-L}$); second, constraint
release involving a threaded linear chain is a slower process than reptation in these systems; third, constraint release is negligible in pure ring matrices.

Habuchi and coworkers further explored these predictions by applying CA tracking (Section 3.1.1) to entangled DNA [48•], which enabled simultaneous characterization of molecular motion at various length scales and conformational relaxation times. Molecular motions were used to determine diffusion coefficients of C-C, C-L, and L-L polymer combinations, resulting in the same trends where \( D_{C-C} \gg D_{L-L} \gg D_{C-L} \) (Fig. 4c).

Modes of diffusion were determined by comparison of mean CA trajectories to 1D and 2D random motions, which correspond to different molecular models for ring polymers [48•]. 1D random motions indicate reptation or double-folded reptation, whereas 2D random motions suggest a lattice-animal model in which cyclic polymers adopt double-folded linear conformations with multiple loops. Dilute polymers diffused via 2D motion only, as expected for Brownian motion, and all entangled combinations recovered 2D random motion and random walks at long length scales.

Conformational relaxation times were determined by analyzing temporal fluctuations of the area occupied by a molecule, such that autocorrelation functions of molecular fluctuations were fit to a single exponential decay. Pure entangled ring polymers (C-C) exhibited similar conformational relaxation times in comparison to dilute rings, despite slower diffusion. At short length scales, diffusive motions followed neither 1D nor 2D random motions, suggesting a different mechanism for ring polymer motion than predicted by either reptation or lattice animal models. Habuchi and coworkers suggest mutual relaxation of ring polymers, where intermolecular constraints are negligible because rings do not thread each other. All data acquired for pure entangled linear polymers (L-L) agreed with reptation motion, including 1D diffusive behavior at short length scales. Surprisingly, only 2D motion was observed for C-L systems, such that cyclic molecules exhibited isotropic motion in linear polymer backgrounds. Heterogeneity in diffusion coefficients revealed larger distributions in \( D_{C-L} \) compared to other cases, suggesting heterogeneous molecular-level interactions, such as variable threading of linear polymers through a tracer ring polymer [48•].

An investigation of blends of linear and circular DNA by Robertson-Anderson and coworkers supports the notion of variable threading [47••]. Self-diffusion coefficients of linear and circular tracers were measured at varying concentrations below, near, and above the entanglement concentration in blends of linear and ring polymers, as depicted in Fig. 4d. Blend fractions were incremented from pure circular (\( \phi_L = 1.0, \phi_C = 0 \)) to pure linear (\( \phi_L = 1.0, \phi_C = 0 \)) in steps of 0.1. Diffusion coefficients were independent of blend composition in all unentangled solutions.

**Fig. 4.** Single molecule diffusion of circular and linear DNA. (a) Topological combinations of linear or circular tracer molecules (bold) in a background matrix of linear or circular polymers. (b) DNA self-diffusion coefficients as a function of topology in entangled (1 mg/mL, top) and unentangled (0.1 mg/mL, bottom) solutions. (c) DNA self-diffusion coefficients (top) and distributions (bottom) measured by CA tracking. (d) Schematic of the concentration and blend composition parameter space for a linear tracer molecule (green) surrounded by circular and/or linear DNA. The same parameter space is tested using circular tracers.

Adapted (a) and (b) from Robertson and Smith, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 104(12), 4824–4827. Copyright (2007) National Academy of Sciences, USA. Adapted (c) with permission from Abadi, Serag, and Habuchi, Macromolecules, 48(17), 6263–6271. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society. Adapted (d) with permission from Ref. 47•• with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry.
Near or above entanglement, ring polymer tracers diffused quickly when \( \phi_R = 0 \); upon increasing \( \phi_R, D_C \) rapidly decreased by orders of magnitude before slowly and monotonically decreasing. This behavior is consistent with measurements in topologically pure solutions, as well as a minimal constraint model for binary blends of ring and linear polymers [55].

 Unexpectedly, \( D_L \) responded non-monotonically to changes in blend composition, reaching a minimum near \( \phi_R - \phi_L \approx 0.5 \) [47••]. This behavior was not predicted by the minimal constraint model, rather, slight modifications incorporating the impact of ring threading on linear polymers were required to capture the experimental findings. Briefly, the relaxation times of circular and linear polymers are modeled as functions of blend composition (\( \tau_0(\phi_L) \) and \( \tau_0(\phi_R) \), respectively), with contributions from the average number of entanglements per molecule in a linear melt and the average number of linear polymers threading a ring [55]. Numerical evaluation of this model uncovered criteria for non-monotonic behavior, such that a crossover must occur between \( D_C \) and \( D_L \) [47••].

Intuitively, the trends in diffusion coefficients can be explained by considering the transition between pure circular and linear solutions. At \( \phi_R \approx 0 \), a small fraction of rings are threaded by linear polymers while most rings diffuse freely. As \( \phi_R \) increases, both the fraction of threaded rings and number of threads per ring increase, monotonically increasing \( \tau_L \) until threading events plateau as \( \phi_R \) approaches unity. Considering the opposite transition for linear polymers, when \( \phi_L = 1 \), all polymers have the same relaxation time \( \tau_L \). When one background linear polymer is replaced with a ring polymer, the solution has exchanged a somewhat mobile constraint with a less mobile, threaded ring polymer, and \( \tau_0(\phi_L) \) increases. As more constraints are replaced (\( \phi_R \) decreases from 1), \( \tau_0(\phi_L) \) concurrently decreases, reaching some point at which \( \tau_0(\phi_L) = \tau_0(\phi_R) \). As \( \phi_R \) decreases from this point, the exchange between constraining molecules introduces more mobile rings, so \( \tau_0(\phi_R) \) decreases. This competition between structure and dynamics results in a maximum in \( \tau_0(\phi_L) \) or a minimum in \( D_L(\phi_L) \), and supports proposed mechanisms of variable threading between linear and circular polymers in topologically heterogeneous mixtures.

Based on these studies, it is clear that a simple change in polymer topology (ring closure) leads to a wealth of interesting and unexpected dynamic behavior at the single molecule level. Moving forward, additional studies focusing on the nonequilibrium dynamics of rings and topologically complex polymers in entangled solutions will undoubtedly reveal new physics.

### 4. Branched DNA polymers

Connectivity in polymer chains can be considered in terms of molecular branching or chemical or physical networks [3••,5••,6•,8,54,56•]. Networks are formed by chemical or physical crosslinks, which impart topological constraints and elasticity in gels, plastics, and rubbers. Branched polymers are defined as having secondary polymer chains linked to a primary backbone, resulting in a variety of polymer architectures such as star, H-shaped, pom-pom, and comb-shaped polymers.

The molecular properties of branched polymers can be described by a wide parameter space, including chemical structure, backbone molecular weight, branch molecular weight, and branching density. From this view, branched polymers can exhibit broad chemical versatility, thereby giving rise to potentially dramatic changes in rheological behavior [5••,6•,8,56•]. In an entangled solution of combs or comb polymers melts, branch points are known to substantially slow down the overall relaxation processes within the material, especially for high molecular weight branches. Branching often results in a spectrum of relaxation times related to movement of branches, segments between branches, and the entire molecular backbone [6•]. In this way, branch branching is thought to result in extremely complex behaviors at equilibrium and in response to flow.

Recent single molecule studies of branched polymers have only begun to scratch the surface of these phenomena. Although branched structures naturally form in DNA during replication and recombination, these intermediate states are intrinsically transient and generally not suitable as models for covalently linked branched polymers [57]. In this section, we review two independent approaches for synthesis and single molecule studies of branched DNA polymers.

#### 4.1. Star DNA polymers

The instability of branched junctions in DNA (e.g. the Holliday junction) stems from sequence symmetry around a DNA branch point. Asymmetric sequences can be used to generate artificial, immobilized nucleic acid junctions [57]. This technology enabled structural characterization of DNA junctions [58], inspired the burgeoning field of DNA origami [59], and provided a method to create stable branched DNA polymers [60••].

Archer and coworkers carried out initial studies of branched DNA using single polymer techniques [60••–62•]. This early work reported important findings and represents a few of only a handful of investigations on single branched polymers. Here, branched DNA was generated by forming a star core of hybridized oligonucleotides with sticky overhangs complementary to the 5′-overhang of λ-DNA (Fig. 5a). λ-DNA molecules were hybridized to the sticky overhangs and ligated to produce DNA stars. This method was also extended to create pom-pom polymers by connecting two stars with a λ-DNA crossbar.

Conformational dynamics and electrophoretic mobility \( \mu \) of star DNA polymers were measured in solutions of linear polyacrylamide [60••–61] and polyethylene oxide [62], as well as in agarose and polyacrylamide gels [60••]. In dilute solutions, DNA conformations and \( \mu \) were independent of topology, such that both star and DNA molecules migrated as random coils [60••–62]. In unentangled, semi-dilute solutions, star DNA exhibited inverted squid-like conformations upon interacting with the surrounding polymers (Fig. 5b). Star DNA arms outstretched in the direction of the electric field, pulling star cores through the solution. Despite major conformational differences between linear and star DNA, \( \mu \) was relatively insensitive to topology; instead, \( \mu \) was found to depend on the molecular weight and concentration of the background polymer [62].

DNA architecture was found to play a more significant role on \( \mu \) in entangled solutions of linear polymer backgrounds [60••–61]. Here, linear DNA oriented and aligned with the electric field, migrating with \( \mu \) independent of background polymer molecular weight. In contrast, star DNA adopted more drastic versions of the inverted squid-like conformations as cores entangled with polymers in the surrounding solution. Star DNA migrated more slowly as the background polymer molecular weight increased [61]. The most drastic conformational difference between linear and linear polymers occurred in gels. Here, it was observed that large DNA stars simply could not migrate through a fixed surrounding network. When driven toward an interface between a semi-dilute polymer solution and a gel, the core of the DNA star was trapped by the fixed constraints of the gel [60••].

These studies began to reveal the impact of branching on single polymer dynamics, albeit in the context of electrophoresis rather than solution-based fluid flows. Moreover, the hybridization-based synthesis approach was not exceedingly efficient, with Archer and coworkers noting overall yields of 5–10% after purification by gel extraction [60••]. Although hybridized DNA junctions have proven useful for oligonucleotide assembly and DNA origami [59], the two-step process of hybridizing and ligating very large arms to a core of small oligonucleotides is kinetically slow, ultimately prohibiting the widespread use of hybridization-based branched DNA for single polymer dynamics.

#### 4.2. Graft-onto branched DNA polymers

A major challenge in single molecule studies of branched DNA is the synthesis of polymers with precisely controlled architectures with
suitable properties for fluorescence imaging. Schroeder and coworkers recently introduced new strategies to address these issues [63••,64••].

Template-directed enzymatic synthesis of DNA was combined with grafting techniques from synthetic organic chemistry (Fig. 5c, left). In this way, DNA building blocks of precise sequence and length were synthesized via polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The inclusion of chemically modified primers and non-natural nucleotides during PCR resulted in the incorporation of internal graft sites, terminal reactive sites, and fluorescent labels. Bioconjugation techniques enabled graft-onto reactions between end-functionalized branches and mid-functionalized backbones, thereby producing stable, branched DNA molecules.

This hybrid enzymatic-synthetic approach was used to synthesize relatively short DNA with precisely defined structures [63••]. Backbone sequences were defined to include graft sites at specified locations, with exact control over the number and spatial arrangement of graft sites incorporated in product polymers during PCR resulted in the incorporation of internal graft sites, terminal reactive sites, and fluorescent labels. Bioconjugation techniques enabled graft-onto reactions between end-functionalized branches and mid-functionalized backbones, thereby producing stable, branched DNA molecules.

This hybrid enzymatic-synthetic approach was used to synthesize relatively short DNA with precisely defined structures [63••]. Backbone sequences were defined to include graft sites at specified locations, with exact control over the number and spatial arrangement of graft sites incorporated in product polymers during PCR resulted in the incorporation of internal graft sites, terminal reactive sites, and fluorescent labels. Bioconjugation techniques enabled graft-onto reactions between end-functionalized branches and mid-functionalized backbones, thereby producing stable, branched DNA molecules.

Although these polymers generally had low molecular weights that would preclude direct single molecule imaging of molecular conformations, these precision materials hold strong potential for detailed studies of self-assembly and structure-function relationships in branched polymers and block copolymers. Furthermore, grafted DNA oligomers exhibited drastically hindered electrophoretic migration compared to linear polymers, in agreement with electrophoresis of large branched DNA constructs [60••].

The two-step synthetic approach was further extended to generate long branched DNA for single molecule studies of comb polymers [64••]. Here, exact control was maintained over branch length (1–10 kbp) and backbone length (10–30 kbp), with average control over the degree of branching by tuning stoichiometry using a graft-onto approach. As expected, branched DNA products exhibited decreased mobility during gel electrophoresis in comparison to linear DNA.

Inclusion of a chemically modified terminal linker on the backbone enabled specific attachment of branched DNA molecules to a surface, facilitating direct observation of single branched DNA without requiring extensive purification [64••]. In one study, DNA comb polymers consisted of 10–20 kbp backbones and low molecular weight branches (1 kbp) with covalently linked fluorescent labels. Here, molecular branch frequency distributions and polymer end-to-end distances were characterized via simultaneous visualization of polymer branches and backbones (Fig. 5c, right). In regards to branching distributions, single molecule data showed that the number of branches added per backbone was generally less than expected based on simple stoichiometric arguments for incorporation of chemically modified nucleotides and addition of branches during graft-onto reactions. In particular, average branch frequencies ranged from 1.5–10 per backbone, but the theoretical maximum number of graft sites ranged from 100 to 1200. The main source of this disparity likely lies in the discrimination of
new fundamental understanding of the interplay between topology and dynamics. This approach can be followed to effectively link experiments, simulations, and theory in single polymer dynamics.

Simulations of knotted and confined DNA elucidate the conditions for knot formation [29••], potentially informing the design of next-generation nanofabricated devices for genetic barcoding [29••]. Self-entangled DNA exhibits new mechanical behavior, forming arrested states and stretching much more slowly in comparison to linear DNA [36••]. Specific knot topology and dynamics are intimately related, and progress toward the resolution and classification of experimentally generated knots will enable the validation of knot models and theories.

Single molecule studies of polymer diffusion in entangled circular and/or linear DNA solutions have revealed the physical mechanisms underlying anomalous behavior in entangled ring solutions and melts. Entangled rings diffuse by non-reptative mechanisms [48••], and threading of circular polymers by linear molecules dramatically reduces the mobility of ring polymers [45••–48••]. In dilute solutions, a coupling between topology and hydrodynamic interactions governs ring polymer dynamics [39••,48••], and new experimental techniques raise questions about ring polymer diffusion [42••]. Probing the non-equilibrium dynamics of entangled ring polymer solutions will undoubtedly reveal new physics surrounding topological complexity.

Single molecule studies of branched polymers have only begun to explore the vast parameter space of molecular architecture, but early work already demonstrates strong coupling between molecular topology and dynamics [64••]. Moving forward, future single molecule studies of branched polymer dynamics in dilute, semi-dilute, and entangled solutions will reveal a wealth of information regarding the influence of complex topology on molecular stretching and dynamics.

From a broad perspective, research in the field of single polymer dynamics has uncovered fundamentally new information on polymer physics. Over the last two decades, single polymer studies involving DNA have revealed conformational dynamics at the single molecule level, thereby enabling direct validation and comparisons to predictions of classical scaling theories [2]. Single polymer studies take a step beyond ensemble-level tracer studies in polymer physics by directly revealing phenomena such as molecular individualism, distributions in molecular behavior, and conformational hysteresis in strong flows [32]. However, most advances in the field of single polymer dynamics have largely focused on the dynamics of linear polymers in dilute solution, which represents a fairly narrow parameter space in the field. Importing the powerful methods enabled by single molecule imaging into more complex problems in polymer physics is of paramount importance to the field, including studies of polymers with complex topology in flow, dynamics in entangled solutions, and direct observation of copolymer assembly. Indeed, these topics are areas of active research in the field and promise to deliver exciting results in the near future.

To this end, new capabilities in experiments and simulations will extend the reach of single polymer dynamics, and these techniques will be leveraged to study contested assumptions in the field, ranging from the nature of molecular entanglements to polymer crystallization. As one example, single polymer dynamics have already clarified inconsistencies in rheological measurements of circular polymers due to threading of rings by linear chains [7,38,47••]. An additional area of interest includes the proposed relaxation mechanism(s) of entangled polymers (of varying topologies), wherein we lack universal predictive models of branched polymer behavior.

In all areas of topology, single polymer dynamics connect molecular-scale behavior to emergent properties of polymeric materials. DNA has enabled these contributions, given facile preparation of monodisperse samples, topological control, and well-established experimental conditions. New developments in super-resolution imaging and fluorescently labeled synthetic polymers [65] have potential to drive progress in the field beyond DNA. Until then, DNA will continue to serve as

non-natural nucleotides against natural nucleotides during PCR, which can likely be overcome by tuning stoichiometry or chemical structure of modified nucleotides.

A separate study directly observed conformational relaxation of larger branched DNA, with 30 kbp backbones and 10 kbp branches (Fig. 5c, bottom) [64••]. Although the stretching dynamics were not investigated in full detail, it was clear that branched DNA exhibited a CST and stretched prior to relaxation upon cessation of flow.

Qualitatively, single molecule videos clearly showed that relaxation processes depend on molecular topology [64••]. At early times in the relaxation process, the backbone and branches exhibited a simultaneous and rapid elastic recoil characterized by a sharp decrease in extension with respect to time. At intermediate times, branched polymers exhibited mixed relaxation dynamics of branches and backbones, such that branches explored various conformational “breathing modes” while the backbone relaxed. The mixing of relaxation modes was likely related to the similar branch and backbone molecular weights in this particular study. At long times, the longest mode of relaxation dominated the process, which corresponds to relaxation of the main polymer backbone. These visual observations empirically suggest that at least two dominant time scales govern the relaxation process, including an intermediate branch relaxation time and the longest backbone relaxation time.

These time scales were quantified in a similar method as described in Section 3.1.3 and Eq. 3, where the time-dependent backbone end-to-end distance was fit to a single exponential decay over the longest relaxation time and length scales, \( \xi(t)/L_e \propto 0.3 \), or intermediate time and length scales, \( 0.3 < \xi(t)/L_e < 0.5 \). The longest relaxation time generally increased with an increasing number of branches, which reflects an increase in friction along the DNA backbone due to pre-relaxed side branches. Intermediate timescales were much more sensitive to the number of branches, as well as branch position. Interestingly, polymers with a single branch behaved similarly to linear polymers on average.

A deeper investigation of branch position revealed a strong dependence of intermediate relaxation time on distance between the branch and surface tether. Branches far from the tether slowed relaxation, whereas branches near the tether resulted in faster overall relaxation processes compared to a linear polymer. Schroeder and coworkers postulated that branches introduce new modes of relaxation between the tether point and the branch end. In the case of a branch far from the tether, the contour length of a branched molecule is effectively increased. In the case of a branch near the tether, the branch relaxes more quickly than the polymer backbone, potentially inducing local hydrodynamic flows that enhance relaxation of the backbone. From a broader perspective, it is important to note that single molecule techniques are quite powerful in revealing these topological effects via direct observation of polymer architecture.

Overall, the vast parameter space of branched polymeric systems remains relatively unexplored by single molecule techniques. The few studies that exist demonstrate the wealth of molecular-scale understanding to be gained by future investigations. Progress toward preparing branched DNA at high yield and purity will enable systematic molecular-scale exploration of the impact of branching on polymer structure, properties, and dynamics. In this way, an improved fundamental understanding of recently observed rheological phenomena will provide insights toward the molecular-scale design of topologically complex polymers.

### 5. Conclusions

DNA is a remarkably versatile material for single polymer dynamics. In recent years, researchers have leveraged biological, biochemical, and synthetic tools to generate DNA-based polymers with complex molecular topologies. In this review, we summarize recent investigations of knotted, circular, and branched DNA, all of which provide a
the gold standard for single molecule dynamics of topologically complex polymers.
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